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Abstract. According to the error of the data processing algorithm applied in the GPS positioning 
system which is applied in agricultural machinery especially in combine harvester, the application 
of ARM processor is used as the data processing module and the geographical positioning 
information is collected by GPS module. In this paper, using dynamic Kalman Filtering algorithm 
based on model transformation which reduces the fluctuation range of latitude and longitude from 
0.0006 and 0.0005 to 0.0003 and 0.0003. The data can be displayed by touch screen and using 
positioning information and path planning algorithm can realize aided- navigation and calculation 
of course deviation. 

Introduction 
In recent years, more and more domestic and foreign universities and scientific research units 

have carried out some research for combine harvester positioning system, aided-navigation and 
automatic test production. Jiangsu University, Nantong University and Chinese Academy of 
Agricultural Mechanization Sciences have combined the GPS positioning system with combine 
harvester which realize collection of positioning information real-time and automatic navigation 
through the GPS positioning information[1][2][3]. In the research above-mentioned by the 
universities, the traditional processing method of GPS signals is Kalman filtering and Least Squares 
Filtering, due to the limitation of the two kinds of algorithm itself, the error of the result of 
positioning and navigation will be bigger. In this paper, aiming at the deficiency of the algorithm 
and designing a system which uses dynamic Kalman Filtering algorithm based on model 
transformation to process the data and the algorithm can reduce the fluctuation range of latitude and 
longitude data, at the same time uses ARM as the processor which can accelerate the speed of data 
processing. Using touch screen to display the positioning information and path information can 
alleviate the labor intensity of operators and the aided-navigation system can reduce the loss rate. 

Design of Hardware Structure 
The overall structure of the system comprises positioning module, information process module 

and touch screen module. The hardware diagram is shown as Figure 1: 
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Fig.1. The Hardware Structure of System 

In Figure 1, the GPS positioning system consists of three parts: the positioning information 
receive and transmit part; location information process part; positioning information display part. 
The positioning information receive and transmit part consists of GPS module and antenna with it.   
Information process module is composed of ARM processor and its peripheral circuit. the peripheral 
circuit of ARM processor is composed of power supply module, information storage unit, clock 
module, download module, communication module and information display module.  

The hardware structure of aided-navigation system includes ARM processor, speed monitoring 
sensor, magnetoresistive sensor and electronic map.In the system, using magnetoresistive sensor to 
calculate the movement direction of the combine harvester, the principle of magnetoresistive sensor 
is using the principle of magnetic to measure magnetic filed component along the navigation system 
coordinate and get the direction of combine harvester through calculation[4]. 

Research On Positioning Algorithm 
Traditional filtering processing method includes Kalman Filtering and Least Squares Filtering, 

the two methods all have disadvantages: Least Squares Filtering can only use the current 
measurements and can not make analysis of the current measurements. Therefore the positioning 
result affected by the error of measurements is relatively large and the accuracy is not high. Kalman 
Filtering does not need to store large amounts of data and can process the real-time dynamic data 
conveniently. When taking the pseudo range as observed quantity for Kalman Filtering, the initial 
position’s approximate coordinate is need. If the approximate coordinates deviation is large, then 
the measurement equation will be inaccurate and result in larger discreteness. The traditional 
Kalman filtering algorithm for static and constant velocity motion state prediction and tracking 
effect is very good, but combine harvester in this paper will occur velocity change in the process of 
movement, its state of motion is random, so there will be deviation of model[5][6]. The change of 
speed occur during the operation of the combine harvester will cause the change of prediction 
model. When the combine harvester is working in the field, the speed is slow, so the change of 
speed can be approximate regard as uniform acceleration. In this paper, the dynamic Kalman 
Filtering algorithm based on model transformation will be used to process the data collected.[7][8]. 

Choosing combine harvester which in the movement and choose variable for researching: 
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The system’s state equation can be set:  
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A is system’s state-transition matrix; τ, τa , ωa, a refer to time constant, acceleration time constant, 
white Gaussian noise and average of current acceleration.  

The measurement equation can be set: 
Z HX V= +  

H is observation matrix and V is observation noise vector. 
Setting up a adaptive Kalman Filtering equation according to (1) and (2):  
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The average of acceleration and acceleration variance can calculated through literature, 
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is model deviation matrix of system. ( )1,Q k k+ ( )F k ( )R k ( )1kλ +  

refer to discrete matrix of system transfer matrix; discrete matrix of system noise covariance matrix; 
discrete matrix of system noise covariance matrix and adaptive forgetting factor the increase of 
estimation error will cause the error of variance, adaptive forgetting factor will grow, filter tracking 
effect is enhanced and filtering effect will be better. 

Design of Software 
The working process of the system is divided into three parts: data acquisition, data amplifier, 

data demodulation; data processing, data analysis, transferring positioning algorithm; data display 
and route display. The work flow chart of the whole system is shown as Figure 2: 
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Fig.2. The software flow chart of system 

When the system judge the format of the positioning information collected is accord with the 
standard, the system will transfer algorithm to process the information and improve the accuracy of 
the information. The flow chart of the algorithm is shown as figure 3: 
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Fig.3. The flow chart of positioning algorithm 
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The work of the aided-navigation system include display electronic map and calculate the 
shortest path. The display of electronic map is that pre-load the map into SD card before experiment, 
in the course of the experiment, transferring the electronic map through library function and using 
Qt software to realize the display of electronic map. After reading the map data, the system can 
realize the display of map information on touch screen through the conversion of coordinates; the 
calculation of the shortest path is that when the combine harvester switched to automatic control 
mode, the system can compare the actual routes with the set routes in the electronic map and display 
the direction on the touch screen. The system uses Floyd algorithm to calculate the shortest route, 
the algorithm is used to search for the shortest route between multi-source points in the given 
weighted graph. Setting four points in the experimental site’s four angles and calculate the shortest 
route between any two points through the algorithm and electronic map[9][10]. 

Analysis of Experimental Data 
Having experiments on the experimental site and choose the latitude and longitude data of six 

points in the course of speed change on either side for analysis and get a conclusion that : compared 
the fluctuation range of the data processed through the algorithm in this paper and the traditional 
Kalman Filtering algorithm, the fluctuation range reduce from 0.0006 and 0.0005 to 0.0003 and 
0.0003. The comparison of longitude and latitude is shown as Figure 4 and Figure 5: 

 
 

Fig.4. The comparison chart of longitude 
 

 
 

Fig.5. The comparison chart of latitude 
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Conclusion 
The combine harvester positioning algorithm and aided-navigation system can reduce the 

fluctuation range of the latitude and longitude data collected when the combine harvester is running 
with a non-uniform speed through reasonable design of hardware and improvement of algorithm. 
Designing the dynamic Kalman Filtering algorithm based on model transformation which realize 
the reduction of fluctuation range of the latitude and longitude data from 0.0006 and 0.0005 to 
0.0003 and 0.0003. The process of geographical location information is more accuracy when the 
combine harvester is running with a non-uniform speed and information can support the research of 
aided-navigation. 
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